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Abstract This work aims to understand, formalize and explore the scientific

challenges of using unstructured text data from different Web sources for Online

Reputation Monitoring. We here present TexRep, an adaptable text mining

framework specifically tailored for Online Reputation Monitoring that can be reused

in multiple application scenarios, from politics to finance. This framework is able to

collect texts from online media, such as Twitter, and identify entities of interest and

classify sentiment polarity and intensity. The framework supports multiple data

aggregation methods, as well as visualization and modeling techniques that can be

used for both descriptive analytics, such as analyze how political polls evolve over

time, and predictive analytics, such as predict elections. We here present case

studies that illustrate and validate TexRep for Online Reputation Monitoring. In

particular, we provide an evaluation of TexRep Entity Filtering and Sentiment

Analysis modules using well known external benchmarks. We also present an

illustrative example of TexRep application in the political domain.
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Introduction

Nowadays, people have pervasive access to connected devices, applications and

services that enable them to obtain and share information almost instantly, on a 24/7

basis. With Social Media growing at an astonishing speed, user opinions about

people, companies and products quickly spread over large communities. Conse-

quently, companies and personalities are under thorough scrutiny, with every event

and every statement potentially observed and evaluated by a global audience, which

reflects one’s perceived reputation.

Van Riel and Fombrun [1] define reputation as the ‘‘overall assessment of

organizations by their stakeholders’’. The authors use the term organization in the

definition, but it may as well apply to individuals (e.g., politicians) or products (e.g.,

mobile phone brands). A stakeholder is someone who has some relation with the

organization, such as employees, customers or shareholders. This definition and

others, similar ones [2], focus on the perspective that reputation represents

perceptions that others have on the target entity.

However, the rise of Social Media and online news publishing has brought about

wider public awareness about the entities’ activities, influencing people’s percep-

tions about their reputation. While traditional reputation analysis is mostly manual

and focused on particular entities, with online media it is possible to automate much

of the process of collecting, preparing and understanding large streams of content, to

identify facts and opinions about a much wider set of entities. Online Reputation

Monitoring (ORM) addresses this challenge: the use of computational tools to

measure the reputation of entities from online media content. Early ORM started

with counting occurrences of a brand name in Social Media as a channel to estimate

the knowledge/reach of a brand.

There are several challenges to collect, process and mine online media data for these

purposes [3]. Social Media texts are short, informal, with a lot of abbreviations, slang,

jargon and idioms. Often, the users do not care about the correct use of grammar and

therefore the text tends to have misspellings, incomplete and unstructured sentences.

Furthermore, the lack of context poses a very difficult problem for TextMining relevant

tasks such asNamedEntityDisambiguationorSentimentAnalysis.Oncewe classify the

sentiment polarity of a given document (e.g., tweet or news title), it is necessary to

aggregate several document scores to create meaningful hourly/daily indicators. These

tasks are technically complex formost of the people interested in tracking entities on the

web. For this reason, most research has focused on investigating parts of this problem

leading to the development of tools that only address sub-tasks of this endeavor.

In this paper, we present a Text Mining framework that puts together all the

building blocks required to perform ORM. The framework is adaptable and can be

reused in different application scenarios, such as finance and politics. The

framework provides entity-specific Text Mining functionalities that enable the

collection, disambiguation, sentiment analysis, aggregation, prediction and visual-

ization of entity-centric information from heterogeneous Web data sources.
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Furthermore, given that it is built using a modular architecture providing abstraction

layers and well defined interfaces, new functionalities can easily be integrated.

We performed empirical studies and implemented illustrative examples that

validates the effectiveness and adaptability of the framework. The Entity Filtering

and Sentiment Analysis modules were evaluated using well known external

benchmarks resulting in state-of-the-art performance. We also present a case study

in which we used TexRep for predicting political opinion using data collected

during the Portuguese bailout (2011–2014).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We start by describing

related work and the description of the TexRep framework with its architecture and

functional modules. In ‘‘Case studies’’ section, some case studies are illustrated

using well known benchmarks for evaluating Entity Filtering and Sentiment

Analysis, as well as, the description of specific application instances. We end with

the conclusions and suggestion for further developments and future work.

Related Work

ORM requires some level of continuous monitoring [4]. It is crucial to detect early

the changes in the perception of a company or personality conveyed in Social

Media. Online buzz may be good or bad and consequently, companies must react

and address negative trends [5, 6]. It also creates an opportunity to monitor the

reputation of competitors. In this context, Text Mining plays a key, enabling role as

it offers methods for deriving high-quality information from textual content [7]. For

instance, Gonzalo [6] identifies five different Text Mining research areas relevant to

ORM: entity filtering, topic tracking, reputation priority detection, user profiling and

automatic reporting/summarization.

Related Frameworks

The majority of the work in ORM consists in ad-hoc studies where researchers

collect data from a given social network and produce their specific analysis or

predictions, often unreproducible. The availability of open source platforms in this

area is scarse. Researchers typically use specific APIs and software modules to

produce their studies. However, there has been some effort among the research

community to address these issues through open source research platforms.

Trendminer [8] is one of such platforms that enables real-time analysis of Twitter

data, but has a very simple sentiment analysis using word counts and lacks

flexibility to support entity-centric data processing. A framework for ORM should

be entity-centric, i.e., collect, process and aggregate texts and information extracted

from those texts in relation to the entities being monitored.

conTEXT [9] addresses adaptability and reusability by allowing a modular

interface and allowing plugin components to extend their framework, specially from

the perspective of the data sources and text analysis modules. For instance, it does

not support Sentiment Analysis module by default but it could be plugged in.

Neverthless, conTEXT does not support the plugin of aggregation and prediction
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modules which makes it not suitable for ORM. The FORA framework [5] is

specifically tailored for ORM. It creates an ontology based on fuzzy clustering of

texts but it is only concerned with extracting relevant linguistic units regarding the

target entities and does not include automatic sentiment analysis and it does not

allow the plugin of new modules.

POPmine [10] comprises a richer set of modules, including cross media data

collection (Twitter, blog posts and online news) and real-time trend analysis based

on entity filtering and sentiment analysis modules. In fact, TexRep can be seen as an

extension of the POPmine architecture by creating a more general purpose

framework for ORM which is not restricted to political analysis. While it would be

possible to adapt POPmine’s entity disambiguation and sentiment analysis modules,

its aggregations are specific to the political scenarios. On the other hand, TexRep

supports users to define and plug custom-specific aggregate functions. Moreover,

POPmine has limited user configurations (e.g., lacks support for pre-trained word

embeddings) and does not include predictive capabilities.

Entity Filtering

Given a mention in a document, Named Entity Disambiguation (NED) or Entity

Linking aims to predict the entity in a reference knowledge base that the string

refers to or NIL if no such entity is available. Usually the reference knowledge base

(KB) includes a set of documents, where each document describes one specific

entity. Wikipedia is by far the most popular reference KB [11].

Previous research typically performs three steps to link an entity mention to a

KB: (1) representation of the mention, i.e., extend the entity mention with relevant

knowledge from the background document, (2) candidate generation, i.e., find all

possible KB entries that the mention might refer to and their representation (3)

disambiguation, by computing the similarity between the represented mention and

the candidate entities.

Entity Filtering, or targeted entity disambiguation, is a special case of NED in

which there is only one candidate entity, i.e., the entity that is being monitored.

There is an increasing interest in developing Entity Filtering methods for Social

Media texts, considering its specificities and limitations [12, 13]. These approaches

focus on finding relevant keywords for positive and negative cases using co-

occurrence, web and collection based features. Another line of work creates topic-

centric entity extraction systems where entities belong to a certain topic and are

used as evidence to disambiguate the short message given its topic [14]. Similarly,

Hangya et al. [15] create features representing topic distributions over tweets using

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA).

Entity Filtering has also been studied in the context of real-time classification.

Davis et al. [16] propose a pipeline containing three stages. Clearly, positive

examples are exploited to create filtering rules comprising collocations, users and

hashtags. The remaining examples are classified using a Expectation–Maximization

(EM) model trained using the clearly positive examples. Recently, Habib et al. [17]

proposed an hybrid approach where authors first query Google to retrieve a set of

possible candidate homepages and then enrich the candidate list with text from the
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Wikipedia. They extract a set of features for each candidate, namely, a language

model and overlapping terms between tweet and document, as well as URL length

and mention-URL string similarity. In addition, a prior probability of the mention

corresponding to a certain entity on YAGO [18] knowledge base is also used.

Recent work in NED or Entity Linking includes graph based algorithms for

collective entity disambiguation, such as TagMe [19], Babelfy [20] and WAT [21].

Word and entity embeddings have been also used for entity disambiguation [22–24].

More specifically, Fang [23] and Moreno [24] propose to learn an embedding space

for both entities and words and then compute similarity features based on the

combined representations.

Sentiment Analysis

In the last decade, the automatic processing of subjective and emotive text,

commonly known as Sentiment Analysis, has triggered huge interest from the Text

Mining research community [25]. A typical task in Sentiment Analysis is text

polarity classification and in the context of this work can be formalized as follows:

given a text span that mentions a target entity, decide whether it conveys positive,

negative or neutral sentiment towards the target.

With the rise of Social Media, research on Sentiment Analysis shifted towards

Twitter. New challenges have risen, including slang, misspelling, emoticons, poor

grammatical structure [25]. A number of competitions were organized, such as

SemEval [26], leading to the creation of resources for research [27].

There are two main approaches to sentiment polarity classification: lexicon-

based—using a dictionary of terms and phrases with annotated polarity—or

supervised learning—building a model of the differences in language associated

with each polarity, based on training examples. In the supervised learning approach,

a classifier is specifically trained for a particular type of text (e.g., tweets about

politics). Consequently, it is possible to capture peculiarities of the language used in

that context. As expected, this reduces the generality of the model, as it is biased

towards a specific domain. Supervised learning approaches require training data. In

Twitter, most of previous work obtained training data by assuming that emoticons

represent the tweet polarity (positive, negative, neutral) [28], or using third party

software, such as the Stanford Sentiment Analyzer [29].

Lexicon-based approaches have shown to work effectively on conventional

text [30] but tend to be ill suited for Twitter data. With the purpose of overcoming

this limitation, an algorithm that uses a human-coded lexicon specifically tailored to

Social Media text was introduced [31]. SentiStrength has become a reference in

recent years due to its relatively good performance and consistent performance on

polarity classification of Social Media texts. Nevertheless, it is confined to a fixed

set of words and it is context independent.

The recent interest in deep learning led to approaches that use deep learned word

embeddings as features in a variety of Text Mining tasks [32, 33]. In Sentiment

Analysis, recent work integrated polarity information of text into the word

embedding by extending the probabilistic document model obtained from Latent

Dirichlet Allocation [34]. While others learned task-specific embeddings from an
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existing embedding and sentences with annotated polarity [35]. Or learning polarity

specific word embeddings from tweets collected using emoticons [36] and directly

incorporating the supervision from sentiment polarity in the loss functions of neural

networks [37].

TexRep

TexRep is a research framework that implements Text Mining techniques to

perform Online Reputation Monitoring (ORM) in various application domains, such

as computational social sciences, political data science, computational journalism,

computational finance or online marketing. TexRep was designed with two main

challenges in mind: (1) it should be able to cope with the Text Mining problems

underlying ORM and (2) it should be flexible, adaptable and reusable to support the

specificities of different application scenarios.

We decompose the use of Text Mining for ORM into four distinct but

interconnected tasks: Data Collection, Entity Filtering, Sentiment Analysis and

Analytics. Each task is accomplished by one or more software modules. For

instance, Analytics tasks usually involves the use of the Aggregation, Prediction and

Visualization modules. Figure 1 presents the TexRep architecture, including the

data flow between modules.

ENTITY 
OCCURRENCES 

WAREHOUSE

DATA COLLECTION
SERVER

ENTITY FILTERING

SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

KNOWLEDGE BASE

AGGREGATION

PREDICTION

VISUALIZATION

CONFIGURATIONS

DATA SOURCES

TRAINING  DATA

DATA COLLECTION
CLIENT

DATA COLLECTION
CLIENT

PIPELINE MANAGER

T E X R E P

Fig. 1 Architecture and data flows of the TexRep framework
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Entity Filtering and Sentiment Analysis represent the most challenging Text

Mining problems tackled in the TexRep framework. When tracking what is being

said online about the target entities it is necessary to disambiguate mentions. When

this is done incorrectly, the knowledge obtained by the other modules is negatively

affected. Consequently, other Text Mining tasks, such as Sentiment Analysis, will

benefit from filtering non-relevant texts.

The current implementation of the Entity Filtering module uses the scikit-learn as

Machine Learning library interface, providing access to TexRep users to the most

suitable learning algorithm and parameter tuning for their specific needs. We

studied a large set of features that describe the relationship between the target entity

representation and a given text and we tried several different supervised learning

algorithms that are available through the framework, such as Support Vector

Machines (SVM) and Random Forests (RF) (‘‘Entity filtering’’ section).

The Sentiment Analysis module also uses scikit-learn implementation of

supervised learning algorithms to predict sentiment polarity and intensity in short

texts using regression analysis. We use unsupervised learning of word embed-

dings [38] in short texts to construct syntactic and semantic representations of

words. The Sentiment Analysis module combines word embeddings with traditional

approaches, such as pre-processing techniques, bag-of-words and lexical-based

features to train a classifier for sentiment polarity and a regressor for sentiment

intensity (‘‘Entity filtering’’ section).

Analytics modules include Aggregation, Visualization and Prediction. These

modules are application-specific and depend on user configurations. For instance, in

the political domain it is common to create aggregate functions that represent

relative popularity indicators between political parties or candidates. These

indicators are then used to predict elections. On the other hand, if we consider

the financial domain, due to its high volatility, aggregation is usually performed

with lower granularity (minutes instead of days) and target prediction variables are

individual stock prices or variations. TexRep implements various aggregation

functions and allows custom plugin of tailored prediction models based on each

application.

Therefore, TexRep is able to adapt itself to the specificities of different

application scenarios by implementing a modular and flexible design through user

configurations and abstraction layers. Data Collection depends on the specified data

sources, thus TexRep decouples client-side implementations from the data

collection process management using a REST API. If a user needs a different

Data Collection Client from the ones provided by default, she is able to implement a

specific client that is easily integrated into the framework. The same applies to the

Analytics modules which are extensible by loading user-implemented methods

through an abstraction layer. Furthermore, if users wish to extend TexRep with

Topic Modeling, they only need to plugin the new module and write topic

assignments through the Entity Occurrences Warehouse. New aggregation functions

could be implemented that use the topic of each mention as input to create entity-

centric topic trends visualizations.

The framework can be fully configured using configuration files that are

processed in the Pipeline Manager, which is the module responsible for forwarding
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specific parameterization to the other modules. It is possible to specify the entities of

interest, data sources, aggregate functions and prediction time windows. Module

specific configurations are also specified in this module, such as which training data

should be used by the modules that rely on machine learning.

As explained, TexRep addresses the two aforementioned challenges of devel-

oping a Text Mining framework for ORM. The current version of the framework is

implemented in Python, uses MongoDB as NoSQL database and implements the

MapReduce paradigm for aggregations. The external and pluggable resources used

are the scikit-learn library and the matplotlib for visualization, though users can

replace these two resources by others of their preference. We provide the

implementations of each module that we believe are the most generic as possible

within the context of ORM. Nevertheless, users are also able to extend each module

with the methods they see fit, such as, new features or data pre-processing steps. We

now describe in detail how the different modules interact with each other, as well as,

a detailed explanation of the current implementation of the Entity Filtering,

Sentiment Analysis and Analytics modules.

Data Flow

TexRep collects data continuously and performs mini-batch processing and

analytics tasks. The standard data flow is organized as follows. First the user

defines the entities of interest in the configurations files, including canonical and

alternative names. These configurations are processed by the Pipeline Manager and

forwarded to the Data Collection Clients to search for texts (e.g., news articles and

tweets) using entity names as queries on each data source-specific API. The Data

Collection Clients implement source-specific API clients, such as the case of

Twitter and Yahoo Finance, for instance. If the user is interested in collecting RSS

feeds of news outlets, then the Data Collection Client can be adapted to subscribe to

those feeds and process them accordingly.

Once collected, texts are stored in the Entity Occurrences Warehouse. Entity

Filtering classifies each text as relevant or not for each target entity using a

supervised learning approach. A knowledge base (e.g., Freebase) is used to extract

target entity representations and to compute similarity features with extracted

mentions contexts. Once the non-relevant texts are filtered, Sentiment Analysis

takes place. The framework implements both polarity classification and sentiment

regression for sentiment intensity detection. Then, Analytics modules are able to

aggregate and create visualizations of trends in data or predictions of application

specific dependent variables.

Data Collection

The Data Collection Server communicates with each Data collection Client using a

REST API and therefore it allows modularity and a plugin approach for adapting to

specific data sources. The task of data collection is based on user-defined entity

configurations containing the list of entities under study. Each data source has

specific web interfaces (e.g., RSS feeds, Yahoo Finance API or Twitter API). The
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Data Collection Server manages the Data Collection Clients through specific

interfaces (plugins) that are adequate for the corresponding source. For instance,

collecting data from Twitter poses some challenges, namely due to the limits on the

amount of data collected. We opted to create by default a Data Collection Client for

SocialBus [39], a distributed Twitter client that enables researchers to continuously

collect data from particular user communities or topics, while respecting the

established limits.

Some data sources allow query by topics (e.g., entity names) while others do not

(e.g., RSS feeds). Moreover, in the case of Twitter, we might be interested in

continuously monitoring a fixed group of Twitter users (e.g., the accounts of the

entities of interest). In such cases, when we cannot search directly by entity name in

the specific data source, we use the list of entity names to process collected texts

that might be relevant. The Data Collection Server applies a sequential classification

approach using a prefix tree to detect mentions. This method can be seen as first step

of filtering but it is still prone to noisy mentions. For instance, a tweet with the word

‘‘Cameron’’ can be relative to several entities, such as a former UK prime minister,

a filmmaker or a company. Consequently, this problem is later tackled by the Entity

Filtering module.

Collected texts (e.g., news or tweets) are stored in a centralized document-

oriented NoSQL database (e.g., MongoDB), the Entities Occurrence Warehouse.

This setup provides modularity and flexibility, allowing the possibility of

developing specific data collection components tailored to specific data sources

and is completely agnostic to the data format retrieved from each data source. The

Data Collection Server annotates each text with the target entity which will be used

by the Entity Filtering module to validate that annotation.

Entity Filtering

Texts collected in the Data Collection task are not necessarily relevant to the

annotated entities because words can be ambiguous. Given a set of entities

E ¼ fe1; e2; . . .; ei; . . .g, a stream of texts S ¼ fs1; s2; . . .; si; . . .g (e.g., tweets), we

are interested in monitoring the mentions of an entity ei on the stream S, i.e., the

discrete function fmðei; SÞ. We cast the prediction of fm as a supervised learning

classification problem, in which we want to infer the target variable
^fmðei; SÞ 2 f0; 1g
We implemented a large set of features that can be generated to describe the

relationship between an entity representation and a text mention. We use metadata

(e.g., entity names, category) provided in the user configurations, text represented

with TF-IDF, similarity between texts and Wikipedia, Freebase entities disam-

biguation, feature selection of terms based on frequency and feature matrix

transformation using SVD. The learning algorithms from scikit-learn that were

tested for Entity Filtering include Naive Bayes, SVM, Random Forests, Logistic

Regression and MultiLayer Perceptron.
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Pre-processing

The Entity Filtering module includes methods to normalize texts by removing all

punctuation, converting text to lower case, removing accents and converting non-

ASCII characters to their ASCII equivalent. Lists of stopwords for several

languages are also available, which are used to filter out non-relevant words. We

rely on the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) to provide those lists.

Contrary to other type of online texts (e.g., news or blog posts) tweets contain

informal and non-standard language including emoticons, spelling errors, wrong

letter casing, unusual punctuation and abbreviations. Therefore, when dealing with

tweets, the Entity Filtering module uses a tokenizer [40] optimized for segmenting

words in tweets. After tokenization, we extract user mentions and URLS and

hashtags textual content.

Features

Many different types of features can be used to optimize relevance classification,

including language models, keyword similarities between tweets and entities as well

as external resources projections. We implemented a large number of those. We

assume that future users of TexRep will provide entity-specific data (e.g.,

homepage/Wikipedia content) prior to training and configuring the Entity Filtering

module.

Language model text is encapsulated in a single feature to avoid high

dimensionality issues when adding other features. A TF-IDF representation of

unigrams, bigrams and trigrams for training a text classifier which calculates the

probability of a text being related to the expected entity. The output probabilities

of the classifier are used as a feature.

Keyword similarity similarity scores between metadata and the texts, obtained by

calculating the ratio of the number of common terms in the texts and the terms of

query and entity name. Similarities at character level are also available to include

possible spelling errors in the text.

Web similarity similarity between the text and the normalized content of the

entity’s homepage and normalized Wikipedia articles are also available. The

similarity value is the number of common terms multiplied by logarithm of the

number of terms in tweet.

Freebase for each keyword of the entity’s query that exists in the text, two

bigrams are created, containing the keyword and the previous/subsequent word.

These bigrams are submitted to the Freebase Search API and the list of retrieved

entities are compared with the id of the target entity on Freebase. A Freebase

score is computed using the inverse position of the target entity in the list of

results retrieved. If the target entity is the first result, the score is 1, if it is the

second, the score is 0.5, and so on. If the target entity is not in the results list, the

score is zero. The feature corresponds to the maximum score of the extracted

bigrams of each text.
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Category classifier a sentence category classifier is created using the Wikipedia

articles of each entity. Each sentence of the Wikipedia articles is annotated with

the category of the corresponding entity. TF-IDF for unigrams, bigrams and

trigrams are calculated and a multi-class classifier (SVM) is trained to classify

each text. The feature is the probability of the text being relevant to its target

class.

Sentiment Analysis

The Sentiment Analysis module implements a machine learning based approach for

predicting sentiment polarity and intensity of short texts using classification and

regression analysis. Mikolov [38] created word2vec, an efficient method to learn

distributed representation of words, where each word is represented by a distribution

of weights across a fixed set of dimensions. Furthermore, Mikolov [33] showed that

these representations are able to encode syntactic and semantic similarities in the

embedding space.

TexRep takes advantage of word2vec to learn distributed representations of

words using unlabeled texts (e.g., tweets and news headlines). The word

embeddings should be trained beforehand and provided as user configurations to

be included in the Training Data database. Then, the embedding space is used to

create text representations that serve as features. The average vector of all words in

each text in the training and test sets is used, creating a Bag-of-Embeddings (BoE).

Besides BoE, the Sentiment Analysis module includes traditional feature represen-

tations, such as Bag-of-Words, lexical-based sentiment features and pre-processing

techniques. TexRep supports three different classifiers/regressors: Random Forests

(RF), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP).

Procedures for parameter tuning are also available, such as tenfold cross validation

on the training set.

Pre-processing

Sentiment Analysis require specific text pre-processing. The current implementation

of TexRep supports the following steps:

1. Character encoding and stopwords: every message and headline is encoded in

UTF-8. Standard english stopword removal is also applied using NLTK.

2. Entity name and cash obfuscation: canonical entity names (hashtags and

cashtags) strings are replaced by the string _entity_. Dollar or Euro signs

followed by numbers were replaced by the string _cash_amount_.

3. Mapping numbers and signs: numbers are mapped to strings using bins (e.g.,

0–10, 10–20, 20–50, 50–100, [100). Minus and plus signs are converted to

minus and plus, ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘M’’ to billions and millions, respectively. The %

symbol is converted to percent. Question and exclamation marks are also

converted to strings.
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4. Tokenization, punctuation, lowercasing: tokenization is performed using

Twokenizer [41], the remaining punctuation is removed and all characters are

converted to lowercase.

Features

Three different group of features are available: bag-of-words, bag-of-embeddings

and lexical-based features. Each group of features described here is extracted

specifically for each type of text (news and tweets).

Bag-of-words standard bag-of-words are used as features, namely unigrams,

bigrams and trigrams. Users may configure the maximum number of features

generated.

Bag-of-embeddings bag-of-embeddings are included by taking the average of

word vectors for each word in a text span.

Sentiment lexicon features besides automatic feature generation methods, such as

the ones indicated above, is possible to integrate knowledge from manually

curated sentiment lexicons for Sentiment Analysis in general as well as lexicons

tailored for specific domains. For instance, the Laughran–Mcdonald financial

sentiment dictionary [42] has several types of word classes: positive, negative,

constraining, litigious, uncertainty and modal. For each word class, a binary

feature is created for the match of a word class in each text span and a polarity

score (positive–negative normalized by the text span length). A general purpose

sentiment lexicon MPQA [43], is also available and binary features are created

for positive, negative, neutral words and a polarity score feature.

Analytics

TexRep analytics comprises Aggregation, Prediction and Visualization modules.

Given enough mentions of a given entity, meaningful indicators of both frequency

of mention (i.e., buzz) and sentiment are computed. We can, for instance, look at

each entity independently or in comparison with other entities (e.g., competitors),

compare positive with negative mentions or simply inspect negative or positive

trends. The Aggregation module, implements aggregate functions through the

MapReduce interface of MongoDB. It enables analyses at different levels of

granularity, e.g., look at daily, weekly or monthly total occurrences of any given

entity.

Let Mei be a mention on Twitter of an entity ei, then Mþ
ei
, M�

ei
and M�

ei
are

positive, neutral and negative classified mentions of entity ei on Twitter. Therefore,

given a time frame T (e.g., a month), some examples of sentiment aggregate

functions [44] are:

• entitybuzz
P

T Mei , the sum of the number of mentions (buzz) of a given entity in

the time frame T.
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• entitypositives
P

T M
þ
ei
, sum of the positively classified mentions of a given

entity in the time frame T.

• entityneutrals
P

T M
�
ei
, the sum of the neutral classified mentions of a given

entity in a time frame T.

• entitynegatives
P

T M
�
ei
, the sum of the negatively classified mentions of a given

entity in a time frame T.

• entitysubjectivity

P
T
Mþ

ei
þM�

eiP
T
Mei

, the ratio of positive and negative classified

mentions of entity ei over its buzz in a time frame T.

• entitypolarity

P
T
Mþ

eiP
T
M�

ei

, the ratio of positive over negative classified mentions in a

time frame T.

• negativesshare

P
T
M�

eiP
T

P
E
M�

ei

, the ratio of the negative classified mentions of entity

ei over the total number of negative mentions of all entities in time frame T.

Users are able to implement their own aggregate functions, accessible through the

abstraction layer of the Aggregation module.

The Prediction module supports classification or regression analysis using

aggregated data as features. Examples of predictions include predicting elections

[44], stock market fluctuation [45] or the popularity of a given entity based on the

news [46]. These examples are application-specific and TexRep users are able to

configure and extend the Prediction module to support their target variables, as well

as, to provide the suitable training data.

The Visualization module plots aggregated data using Matplotlib but it is also

possible to integrate with other visualization tools such as plot.ly or Apache

Zeppelin, as both support Python interfaces. Users are also able to create custom

visualizations based on data extracted in the Entity Occurrences Warehouse, such as

entity-centric visualization of news archives [47]. The Visualization module

implements the Kalman smoothing and allows users to define one or more

sensitivity constants [10].

Case Studies

In this section, we describe different case studies that illustrate the ability of TexRep

to effectively address the two main challenges of designing a Text Mining

framework for ORM: effectiveness tackling Entity Filtering and Sentiment Analysis

while being adaptable and reusable in different application domains.

Entity Filtering Benchmark

We evaluate our Entity Filtering approach using a well known benchmark, the

RepLab 2013 Filtering dataset [7]. The dataset used for the competition consists of a
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collection of tweets both in English and Spanish, possibly relevant to 61 entities

from four domains: automotive, banking, universities and music.

RepLab 2013 [7] focused on monitoring the online reputation of entities on

Twitter. The Filtering task consisted in determining which tweets are relevant to

each entity. The corpus consists of a collection of tweets obtained by querying the

Twitter Search API with 61 entity names during the period from the June 2012 until

the December 2012. The balance between both languages varies for each entity. The

complementary data about each target entity is the following:

• query used to collect the tweets (e.g., ‘‘BMW’’)

• official name of the entity (e.g., ‘‘Bayerische Motoren Werke AG’’)

• category of the entity (e.g., ‘‘automotive’’)

• content of entity homepage

• Wikipedia article both in English and Spanish.

Tweets were manually annotated as ‘‘Related’’ or ‘‘Unrelated’’ to the respective

target entity. The dataset is divided in training, test and background. The training set

consists in a total of 45,671 tweets from which we were able to download 43,582.

Approximately, 75% of tweets in the training set are labeled as ‘‘Related’’. We split

the training dataset into a development set and a validation set, containing 80 and

20% of the original, respectively. We adopted a randomly stratified split approach

per entity, i.e., we group tweets of each target entity and randomly split them

preserving the balance of ‘‘Related’’/‘‘Unrelated’’ tweets. The test dataset consists of

90,356 tweets from which we were able to download 88,934.

We used the development set for trying new features and test algorithms. We

divided the development set in tenfolds generated with the randomly stratified

approach. We used the validation set to validate the results obtained in the

development set. The purpose of this validation step is to evaluate how well the

TexRep Entity Filtering classifier generalizes from its training data to the validation

data and thus estimate how well it will generalize to the test set. It allows us to spot

overfitting. After validation, we trained the classifier using all of the data in the

training dataset and evaluated in the test set.

Results

We created different classifier runs using different learners, features and we also

created entity-specific models as explained in Table 1, [48]. We applied selection of

features based on frequency and transformation of content representation using

SVD. The learners tested include Naive Bayes (NB), SVM, Random Forests (RF),

Table 1 Entity filtering

versions description
Run Learner Features No. of models

1 SVM All TexRep Global

2 RF All TexRep Global

3 RF All TexRep Per entity
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Logistic Regression (LR) and MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP). The evaluation

measures used are accuracy and the official metric of the competition, F-measure

which is the harmonic mean of Reliability and Sensitivity [49]. We present results

for the top 4 models regarding the F-measure. We replicated the best system at

RepLab 2013 in the run 1.

Table 2 shows the results of top performing runs and the official baseline of the

competition. This baseline classifies each tweet with the label of the most similar

tweet of target entity in the training set using Jaccard similarity coefficient. The

baseline results were obtained using 99.5% of the test set.

Based on the results achieved we are able to conclude that the models of our

classifier are able to generalize successfully. Results obtained in the validation set

are similar to those obtained in the test set. During development, solutions based on

one model per entity were consistently outperformed by solutions based on global

models. We also noticed during development that language specific models (English

and Spanish) did not exhibit improvements in global accuracy, therefore we opted to

use language as a feature. Results show that the best model uses the Random Forests

classifier with 500 estimators for training a global model. Though, the Language

Modeling feature encapsulates text using a specific model trained just with TF-IDF

of n-grams of tweets.

We performed a ‘‘break down’’ analysis for each one of the four categories of

RepLab 2013 using Run 2 model, as depicted in Fig. 2. We observe that University,

Banking and Automative categories exhibit similar average F-measure results, all

above 0.50. In opposition, results for Music shows it is a rather difficult category of

entities to disambiguate (achieving F-measure of 0.39). In fact, some of the entity

names of this category contain very ambiguous tokens, such as ‘‘Alicia Keys’’,

‘‘U2’’, ‘‘The Wanted’’ or ‘‘The Script’’.

The main goal of this task was to classify tweets as relevant or not to a given

target entity. We have explored several types of features, namely similarity between

keywords, language models and we have also explored external resources such as

Freebase and Wikipedia. Results show that it is possible to achieve an Accuracy

over 0.90 and an F-measure of 0.48 in a test set containing more than 90,000 tweets

of 61 entities. In future work, we expect to include the possibility of using entity-

Table 2 Official results for each version plus our validation set accuracy

Run Acc. (val. set) Acc. R S F-measure

1 0.944 0.906 0.759 0.428 0.470

2 0.945 0.908 0.729 0.451 0.488

3 0.948 0.902 0.589 0.444 0.448

Official baseline – 0.8714 0.4902 0.3199 0.3255

Best repLab – 0.908 0.729 0.451 0.488
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specific embedding to learn a joint embedding space of entities and words, similar to

[24].

Sentiment Analysis on Financial Texts

The task 5 of SemEval 2017 consists on fine-grained sentiment analysis of financial

short texts and it was divided in two sub-tasks based on the type of text [50].

SemEval is an ongoing series of evaluations of computational semantic analysis and

is promoted by the SIGLEX group of the Association for Computational

Linguistics. The sub-task 5.1—Microblogs consists of stocktwits and tweets

focusing on stock market events and assessments from investors and traders.

Companies were identified using stock symbols, the so-called cashtags, e.g.,

‘‘$AMZN’’ for the company Amazon.com, Inc. The sub-task 5.2—News Headlines

consists of sentences extracted from Yahoo Finance and other financial news

sources on the internet. In this case, companies were identified using their canonical

name and were previously annotated by the task organizers.

The goal of both sub-tasks is the following: given a short text instance, predict

the sentiment polarity and intensity for each of the companies/stocks mentioned.

The sentiment score is a real continuous variable in the range of -1.0 (very

negative/bearish) to ?1.0 (very positive/bullish), with 0.0 designating neutral

sentiment. For instance, the following news title ‘‘Glencore’s annual results beat

forecasts’’ has labeled score of ?0.900, while the tweet ‘‘its time to sell banks

$JPM’’ mentions JP Morgan and the expected sentiment score is -0.763. Task

organizers provided 1700 microblog messages for training and 800 messages for

testing in sub-task 5.1, while in sub-task 5.2, it was provided 1142 news sentences

for training and 491 for testing.

Fig. 2 Results grouped by entity’s category using Run 2
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Financial Word Embeddings

The Sentiment Analysis module of TexRep uses bag-of-embeddings as features

(‘‘Entity filtering’’ section). The word embeddings must be pre-trained and provided

through the Training Data database. In the context of SemEval Task 5, we decided

to create word embeddings specifically tailored for sentiment analysis in financial

texts. We collected tweets and news headlines that mentioned companies/stocks

from S&P 500 index. Tweets were collected over a period of a month (April 2016)

using the Twitter streaming API with cashtags of stocks titles serving as request

parameters. Yahoo Finance API was used for requesting financial news feeds by

querying the canonical name of companies in the same period. The development

datasets comprise a total of 1.7 M tweets and 626 K news titles. Both datasets are

used for creating financial-specific word embeddings using word2vec. The

embedding matrix learned from the tweets is used to generate bag-of-embeddings

features in sub-task 5.1, while the embedding matrix learned from the Yahoo

Finance news feeds dataset is used in sub-task 5.2.

Even though the text collections for training embeddings were relatively small,

the resulting embedding space exhibited the ability to capture semantic word

similarities in the financial context. For instance,the skip-gram model trained on

tweets shows that vector (‘‘bullish’’) - vector(‘‘bearish’’) ? vector(‘‘buy’’) results

in vector (‘‘sell’’) as most similar word representation.

Results

We report results using different regressors and combination of features [45]. To

avoid overfitting, we created a validation set from the original training datasets

provided by the organizers. We used a 80–20% split and sampled the validation set

using the same distribution as the original training set. We sorted the examples in

training set by the target variable values and skipped every 5 examples. Results are

evaluated using Cosine similarity [50] and Mean Average Error (MAE). The former

gives more importance to differences in the polarity of the predicted sentiment

while the latter is concerned with how well the system predicts the intensity of the

sentiment.

Table 3 presents the results obtained using all features in both validation set and

test sets. As it is possible to observe, Random Forests (RF) is the regressor that

Table 3 Microblog results with

all features on validation and

test sets

Regressor Set Cosine MAE

RF Val 0.796 0.148

RF Test 0.694 0.188

SVR Val 0.714 0.194

SVR Test 0.623 0.253

MLP Val 0.672 0.237

MLP Test 0.678 0.213

Best SemEval Test 0.778 –
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attains higher cosine similarity and lower MAE in both training and validation set.

As expected, results in the test set are lower than in validation set with exception to

MLP which is more robust to variance in the data.

We performed a decomposition on the performance of different groups of

features using the best regressor, RF. The individual group of features with best

performance is Bag-of-words (BoW) while the worst is a system trained using only

lexical-based features (Lex). While Lex alone exhibits poor performance, when

combined with another group of features enhances the results of the latter, as in the

case of Bag-of-Embeddings (BoE) ? Lex and BoW ? Lex.

Financial word embeddings show that are able to capture relevant information

regarding the target variables. As a single group of features it attains 0.6118 of

cosine similarity and 0.2322 of MAE. It is also able to boost the overall performance

of BoW with gains of more than 0.06 in cosine similarity and reducing MAE more

than 0.03. Interestingly, BoW ? BoE obtain better cosine similarity than the system

using all features.

Results obtained in news headlines are very different from the ones of the

previous sub-task. Table 4 shows that MLP is the regressor that obtains better

results in the test set using both metrics while SVR obtains the best performance in

the validation set. It is interesting to notice that results in validation set are

substantially lower than the ones obtained in the validation set in sub-task 5.1 but

the same not happens in the test set (0.69 vs 0.68).

The results of the different groups of features in sub-task 5.2 for MLP regressor

shows that word embeddings are not effective in this scenario. In opposition,

lexical-based features have significantly better performance in news headlines rather

than in microblogs. Despite this, the best results are obtained using all features.

We hypothesize that as we had access to a much smaller dataset (600 K) for

training financial word embeddings for news headlines, this resulted in reduced

ability to capture semantic similarities. In opposition, lexical features showed poor

performance in microblog texts but seem to be useful in news headlines. The fact

that microblogs have poor grammatically constructed texts and informal language

shows that financial lexicals created using well written and formal financial reports,

result better in news headlines than in tweets.

After inspecting microblog texts and headlines in which our models showed poor

performance we believe it would be important to also encapsulate syntactic and

semantic dependencies in our models. For instance, our model predicted a sentiment

Table 4 News Headlines

results with all features on

validation and test sets

Regressor Set Cosine MAE

RF Val 0.532 0.254

RF Test 0.656 0.226

SVR Val 0.639 0.242

SVR Test 0.662 0.242

MLP Val 0.617 0.239

MLP Test 0.680 0.227

Best SemEval Test 0.745 –
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score of -0.467 for the microblog message ‘‘was right to reject the offer’’ while the

true value is 0.076. Similar examples include ‘‘Glencore shares in record crash as

profit fears grow’’ and ‘‘I would rather be a buyer at these levels then trying to sell’’,

in which our models has absolute errors around 0.5. Other type of errors have to do

with intensity of the sentiment in which our model gets correctly the polarity but

still has a large error.

The best results obtained in both sub-tasks at SemEval used a deep learning

approach. TexRep’s current implementation does not support integration with deep

learning libraries. We will address this extension in future work.

Tracking Political Opinion

We created an illustrative example of using TexRep in the political domain by

trying to predict vote intention of the leaders of the five major Portuguese political

parties during the recent Portuguese financial crisis (2011–2014). The data sources

used were polls from a polling firm (EuroSondagem) and tweets from the SocialBus

platform [39], which is continuously collecting tweets from a pool of 100 K

Portuguese Twitter users since 2009.

One of the main challenges of using Twitter stream data to predict public opinion

consists in aggregating sentiment polarity in a timely fashion that can be useful to a

prediction method. For instance, if we want to predict monthly polls results it is

necessary to aggregate fine grained positive, negative and neutral tweets into a

monthly aggregated feature value. We implemented a large set of political sentiment

aggregate functions [44] using the Aggregation module of TexRep.

We use the aggregate functions as independent variables of a regression model

and the polls results as dependent variable. The aggregate functions used as input

the total count of mentions (buzz) of each political leader on Twitter, and the

number of positive, negative and neutral mentions classified with the Sentiment

Analysis module. Examples of such aggregation functions include the ratio of

negative mentions of each political leader compared to the total number of negative

mentions of all leaders, or the ratio of positives mentions normalized by the total

number of mentions of all candidates.

The Entity Filtering module classified nearly 233,000 tweets as relevant to the

target political leaders. Table 5 presents the distribution of positive, negative, and

neutral mentions of the political leaders of the five most voted political parties in

Portugal (PSD, PS, CDS, PCP and BE). The negative mentions represent the

majority of the total mentions, except for CDU where the number of negative

Table 5 Distribution of

positive, negative and neutral

classified mentions per political

party

Negative Positive Neutral Total mentions

PSD 69,723 121 37,133 106,977

PS 28,660 225 15,326 44,211

CDS 41,935 51 17,554 59,540

CDU 2445 79 5604 8128

BE 9603 306 4214 14,123
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mentions is smaller than the neutral ones. The positive mentions represent less than

1% of the total mentions of each party, except for BE where they represent 2% of

the total mentions. The most mentioned parties are PS, PSD and CDS. The total

mentions of these three parties represent 90% of the data sample total mentions.

We defined the period of September 2011 to December 2012 as training set and

from January 2013 to December 2013 as test set. We applied a sliding window

setting to predict the poll results of the first month on test set, i.e., January 2013,

using the previous 16 months as training set. Then we shift the training data by

1 month and predict polls of the next month in the test set, and so on, for the 12

months in test set.

The models are created using the Prediction module of TexRep and we tried two

regression algorithms: Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) and Random Forests (RF). We

also run an experiment using the derivative of the polls time series as dependent

variable, i.e., poll results variations from month to month. Thus, we also calculate

the variations of the aggregate functions from month to month as features.

Furthermore, we repeat each experiment including and excluding the lagged self of

the polls, i.e., the last result of the poll for a given candidate (yt�1) or the last polls

result variation (Dyt�1) when predicting polls variations. We use Mean Absolute

Error (MAE) as evaluation measure and calculate the average of the 12 MAE scores

in test set to obtain the global prediction error.

First, we present results of predicting the absolute value of each poll for each

candidate as depicted in Fig. 3. Results show that we obtain a MAE for the 5 parties

poll results over 12 months of 6.55% using OLS and 3.1% using RF. According to

our exploratory data analysis, the polls results have a small variation between two

consecutive months. Therefore, the lagged self of the polls, i.e., assuming the last

known poll result as prediction obtains a MAE of 0.61%. This was expectable since

the polls exhibit slight changes from month to month. This example also shows that

Fig. 3 Error predictions for polls results
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the inclusion of the lagged self (yt�1) as feature produces average errors similar to

using only the lagged self as prediction.

Figure 4 presents results of predicting the variation of the polls from month to

month. In this particular experiment, the inclusion of the Dyt�1 as feature in the

regression model does not have a determinant role. Including that feature we could

not obtain lower MAE than by excluding it. It means that the real monthly poll

variation is not constant over the year. In general, using a non-linear regression

algorithm obtains lower MAE. The results show that when dealing with polls results

with slight changes from poll to poll it makes sense to try to model variations

instead of absolute values.

We select the Random Forest model of monthly variations to study the features

importance by computing the (normalized) total reduction of the criterion brought

by that feature. It is also known as the Gini importance. We calculate the average

and standard deviation for each feature over 12 different models, i.e., the 12 months

comprising the test set. The single most important feature is the logarithmic ratio of

positive over negative mentions, aggregate function, followed by the volume of

neutral mentions. It is important to notice that entity buzz without subjective

mentions does not comprises a high Gini importance. For most of the features, the

standard deviation of the Gini importance is relatively high. Therefore, feature

importances vary over time while the MAE tends to remain unchanged. We can say

that different features have different informative value over time, and consequently

it is useful to combine all the sentiment aggregation functions as features of the

regression models through time.

Fig. 4 Error predictions for polls results variation
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Conclusions

Work reported in this paper is concerned with the problem of using Text Mining for

Online Reputation Monitoring. We developed TexRep, a research framework that is

flexible and able to adapt itself to be reused in different application scenarios. It

does so by implementing a modular architecture with well established interfaces and

abstraction layers that allow researchers to configure and easily extend the

framework.

Furthermore, TexRep tackles two fundamental Text Mining problems underlying

ORM: Entity Filtering and Sentiment Analysis. We studied a large set of features

and tried different learners attaining state-of-the-art performance in two external and

well known benchmarks for both tasks. Moreover, the case studies illustrated show

that TexRep can be used for disambiguating general entities from automative

industry, banking, universities and music. We also illustrate the use of TexRep in

the financial and political domains.

We expect to further develop TexRep by integrating active learning and an

annotation interface to allow users to annotate examples through time. Future work

includes the support of deep learning libraries and entity retrieval to allow users to

search for entity mentions using natural language queries.
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